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Advanced laser interferometer gravitational-wave detectors use high laser power to achieve design sensi-

tivity. A small part of this power is absorbed in the interferometer cavity mirrors where it creates thermal

lenses, causing aberrations in the main laser beam that must be minimized by the actuation of “ring

heaters,” which are additional heater elements that are aimed to reduce the temperature gradients in the

mirrors. In this article we derive the first, to the best of our knowledge, analytical model of the tempera-

ture field generated by an ideal ring heater. We express the resulting optical aberration contribution to the

main laser beam in this axisymmetric case. Used in conjunction with wavefront measurements, our model

provides a more complete understanding of the thermal state of the cavity mirrors and will allow a more

efficient use of the ring heaters in the Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory.

© 2016 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (220.1000) Aberration compensation; (350.6830) Thermal lensing; (120.6780) Temperature; (120.2230) Fabry-
Perot; (120.3180) Interferometry.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Laser interferometer gravitational-wave detectors use
kilometer-scale Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometers to
search for astrophysical gravitational-wave signals [1]. To max-
imize their sensitivity, advanced gravitational-wave detectors
use continuous high power lasers, and will eventually store
up to 750 kW, when operating at their maximum power, in
the Fabry-Perot cavities that constitute the interferometer arms
[2, 3].
Absorption of around 0.4 W of laser power [2] in the cavity
mirrors, called test masses, generates a temperature gradient
of a few Kelvin across each test mass [4], creating a thermal
lens [5]. This thermal lens, even at lower power, produces
optical aberrations in the main laser beam, compromising the
sensitivity of the detectors [6–9]. Uncompensated scattering
of the gravitational waves (GW) audio sidebands from ther-

mal lenses in the signal recycling cavity shifts the frequency
response of the interferometer away from the operating point.
Additionally, scattering (or losses) of the GW signal anywhere
in the path between the arms and the detection photodiodes
represents a direct loss for any squeezed vacuum injected into
that path, reducing, in some cases dramatically, the efficiency
of the reduction of shot noise. Hello and Vinet have developed
analytical models of the thermal lens caused by absorption of
power from the main laser beam in the test masses as well as
models of the resulting aberrations [4, 10, 11].
Several thermal compensation systems [5, 12] are placed in the
detectors in order to mitigate these aberrations. A component
called a "ring heater" [13, 15] heats the outer edge of each test
mass to reduce the temperature gradient in the test masses.
To apply the appropriate correction we must know how the
ring heater contributes to the temperature field in each test
mass [16]. The design and effect of a ring heater on a test mass
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has been studied with finite element analysis tools [12, 17],
or partially studied analytically [18]. Besides providing a
more intuitive understanding of the compensation mechanism,
analytical models of the thermal lens from both absorbed ring
heater and laser power will allow us to apply the proper ring
heater power at any time via a state estimation algorithm,
leading to minimize the total thermal lens and the aberration
caused by the main laser beam, and contributing to improve
and stabilize the sensitivity of the detectors.
Here, following the methodology of [4], we derive an analytical
model of the temperature field caused by absorption of power
from an ideal ring heater and express the resulting thermal lens
for a general test mass. From this temperature field we then use
the results of Hello and Vinet to calculate the optical aberration
due to the temperature dependent index of refraction of the
fused silica test masses. By comparing the model to in situ mea-
surements of the thermal lens, we then estimate the effective
absorption of ring heater power experienced by the test masses
in Advanced LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave
Observatory).

2. ANALYTICAL RING HEATER TEMPERATURE FIELD
DERIVATION

The test mass is modeled as an axially symmetric cylinder of
fused silica, with radius a and depth h (Fig. 1). The temperature
field evolution in the test mass caused by absorption of power
at the surface is a solution of the Fourier heat equation:

ρC
∂T

∂t
− K∇2T = 0 (1)

where ρ = mass density, C = specific heat, and K = thermal
conductivity and we choose cylindrical coordinates for T(t, r, z)
such that 0 ≤ r ≤ a and −h/2 ≤ z ≤ h/2.

Table 1. Parameter values of Advanced LIGO fused silica test
masses used for numerical results of analytical model

Symbol Value Description

h 0.2 m Depth of test mass cylinder

a 0.17 m Radius of test mass cylinder

ρ 2202 kg m−3 Mass density

C 772 J kg−1 Specific heat

K 1.38 W m−1 Thermal conductivity

σ’ 0.9 × 5.67 × 10−8 Emissivity×Stefan-Boltzmann

Text 300 K Ambient temperature

γP 1 W Ring heater absorbed power

b 0.057 m Ring heater power boundary

c 0.076 m Ring heater power boundary

dn/dT 0.86 × 10−5 K−1 Refractive index T dependence

τ 4σ′T3
exta/K = 0.679 Reduced radiation constant

The ring heater is a glass torus wrapped in nichrome wire po-
sitioned around the barrel of the test mass near one end. Electri-
cal power is dissipated in the nichrome wire, heating the glass

Fig. 1. Diagram of cylindrical test mass. Main laser beam is in-
cident from the left upon the surface of the mirror. Absorption
of power from shielded ring heater modeled as constant on the
region b ≤ z ≤ c is represented by the gray area on the barrel.

torus, which radiates power onto the test mass in the infrared
region that is absorbed efficiently by the silica test mass surface.
We model the ring heater power as incident on the test mass
surface at r = a in a thin band of constant power around the cir-
cumference of the cylinder extending from z = b to z = c. The
intensity radiated from the ring heater IRH impinging in this
region of the surface of the test mass is the power P emitted
by the ring heater divided by the surface area of the constant
power band 2πa(c − b):

IRH(z) =
1

2πa(c − b)

{

P, b ≤ z ≤ c

0, elsewhere
(2)

This is a good approximation for the absorbed ring heater
power since the ring heater radiates close to the test mass sur-
face and is equipped with a shield to reflect and concentrate
the absorbed power into a thin region. To determine bound-
ary conditions for each surface of the test mass, we equate the
power radiated with the power conducted through the silica.
Since the test mass is suspended from thin silica wires in ultra-
high vacuum, we approximate the model heat losses through
radiation only. We linearize the net radiated power F since the
temperature of the heated test mass is just a few Kelvin above
the ambient temperature Text ≈ 300 K as in [4]:

F = 4σ′T3
ext(T − Text) (3)

where σ′ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant times the emissiv-
ity. This linearization means that the temperature field scales
linearly with the applied ring heater power, which allows us
to construct the temperature field in the test mass as the linear
superposition of the contributions from the ring heater and the
main laser beam separately.
Due to the low thermal conductivity of fused silica, it takes
around 30 hours for the test mass to reach steady state, requir-
ing us to model the time dependence of the temperature field
in order to efficiently apply a ring heater correction. We first
derive the steady state solution and then use this solution to
derive the transient solution.
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A. Steady state solution

To derive the steady state solution, we consider the temperature
field to be the sum of the ambient temperature Text and a steady
state solution Tss(r, z):

T(r, z) = Text + Tss(r, z) (4)

Then for the steady state temperature field we must solve the
Laplacian:

∇2Tss(r, z) = 0 (5)

Since the ring heater only delivers power to the radial side
of the test mass we have the following boundary conditions:

−
∂Tss

∂r
(a, z) =

τ

a
Tss(a, z)−

γ

K
IRH(z) (6)

−
∂Tss

∂z
(r,−h/2) = −

τ

a
Tss(r,−h/2) (7)

−
∂Tss

∂z
(r, h/2) =

τ

a
Tss(r, h/2) (8)

where τ = 4σ′T3
exta/K is the reduced radiation constant and γ

is the fraction of total emitted ring heater power absorbed on
the surface of the test mass.

The solution takes the form

Tss(r, z) =
∞

∑
m=1

[

Am cos(umz/a)I0(umr/a)+ (9)

Bm sin(vmz/a)I0(vmr/a)
]

(10)

where I0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and
Am, Bm, um, and vm are determined by the boundary conditions.

From conditions (7) and (8) we obtain um and vm as the mth
solutions to the following equations, which must be computed
numerically:

um =τ cot(umh/2a)

vm =− τ tan(vmh/2a) (11)

Condition (6) gives the following, considering the mth term
in the series:

Am cos(umz/a)[I1(um)um/a + I0(um)τ/a]

+Bm sin(vmz/a)[I1(vm)vm/a + I0(vm)τ/a] =
γ

K
IRH(z) (12)

To obtain Am and Bm we use the Fourier orthogonality relations
with the following normalizations:

∫ h/2

−h/2
cos2(ωx)dx =

ωh + sin(ωh)

2ω
(13)

∫ h/2

−h/2
sin2(ωx)dx =

ωh − sin(ωh)

2ω
(14)

Applying the orthogonality relations to (12) yields:

Am[I1(um)um/a + I0(um)τ/a]
∫ h/2

−h/2
cos2(umz/a)dz =

γ

K

∫ h/2

−h/2
cos(umz/a)IRH(z)dz (15)

Bm[I1(vm)vm/a + I0(vm)τ/a]
∫ h/2

−h/2
cos2(umz/a)dz =

γ

K

∫ h/2

−h/2
cos(umz/a)IRH(z)dz (16)

Recalling from (2) the definition of IRH(z), zero outside the in-
terval [b, c], and using the relation (14) we find:

Am[I1(um)um/a + I0(um)τ/a]
umh/a + sin(umh/a)

2um/a
=

γ

K2πa(b − c)
P
∫ c

b
cos(umz/a)dz

Bm[I1(vm)vm/a + I0(vm)τ/a]
vmh/a − sin(vmh/a)

2vm/a
=

γ

K2πa(b − c)
P
∫ c

b
sin(vmz/a)dz (17)

So that Am and Bm become:

Am =
2γP

K2πa(c − b)

[sin(vmc/a)− sin(vmb/a)]

[umh/a + sin(umh/a)][I1(um)um/a + I0(um)τ/a]

Bm =
2γP

K2πa(c − b)

[− cos(vmc/a) + cos(vmb/a)]

[vmh/a − sin(vmh/a)][I1(vm)vm/a + I0(vm)τ/a]
(18)

Fig. 2 shows the steady state temperature field solution for
a test mass and ring heater with LIGO parameters. The temper-
ature field is highest around the region of incident ring heater
power and slopes off because of radiative cooling from the test
mass surface.
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Fig. 2. Steady-state temperature field in the test mass (above
ambient temperature Text) from absorption of ring heater power
in the region 0.057 m ≤ z ≤ 0.076 m

B. Transient solution

To construct the transient solution we consider the time depen-
dent temperature field to be the sum of the ambient tempera-
ture, the steady state solution, and a transient solution Ttr:

T(t, r, z) = Text + Tss(r, z) + Ttr(t, r, z) (19)

The boundary conditions for Ttr represent only radiative cool-
ing since the transient solution disappears as t approaches in-
finity, allowing T(t, r, z) to converge to the steady state Tss:

−
∂Ttr

∂r
(a, z) =

τ

a
Ttr(a, z) (20)

−
∂Ttr

∂z
(r,−h/2) = −

τ

a
Ttr(r,−h/2) (21)

−
∂Ttr

∂z
(r, h/2) =

τ

a
Ttr(r, h/2) (22)
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In addition, we assume that at t = 0 the temperature through-
out the test mass is equal to Text:

T(0, r, z) = Text =⇒ Ttr(0, r, z) = −Tss(r, z) (23)

The general transient solution to the heat equation (1) is:

Ttr(r, z) =
∞

∑
m,p=1

[

Ampe−αmpt cos(umz/a)J0(ζpr/a)+

Bmpe−βmpt sin(vmz/a)J0(ζpr/a)
]

(24)

where J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind and αmp = (u2
m +

ζ2
p)K/(ρa2) and βmp = (v2

m + ζ2
p)K/(ρa2).

Conditions (20) and (21) give the same definitions for um and
vm as before, and condition (22) gives ζp as the pth solution to
the following equation:

J1(ζp)ζp − τ J0(ζp) = 0 (25)

To determine Amp and Bmp we use condition (23):

∞

∑
m,p=1

[

Amp cos(umz/a)J0(ζpr/a) + Bmp sin(vmz/a)J0(ζpr/a)
]

= −
∞

∑
m=1

[

Am cos(umz/a)I0(umr/a) + Bm sin(vmz/a)I0(vmr/a)
]

(26)

or looking at the mth term:

∞

∑
p=1

[

Amp cos(umz/a)J0(ζpr/a) + Bmp sin(vmz/a)J0(ζpr/a)
]

= −
[

Am cos(umz/a)I0(umr/a) + Bm sin(vmz/a)I0(vmr/a)
]

(27)

Equating and canceling the sine and cosine terms gives:

∞

∑
p=1

Amp J0(ζpr/a) = −Am I0(umr/a) (28)

∞

∑
p=1

Bmp J0(ζpr/a) = −Bm I0(vmr/a) (29)

The functions J0(ζpr/a) form an orthogonal basis on the inter-
val [0, a] with the following orthogonality conditions:

∫ a

0
J0(ζir/a)J0(ζ jr/a)rdr =

{

0, i 6= j
a2

2ζ i
(τ2 + ζ2

i )J0(ζi)
2, i = j

(30)
These conditions allow us to expand I0(umr/a) and I0(vmr/a)
in a Dini series:

I0(umr/a) =
∞

∑
p=1

cu
p J0(ζpr/a) (31)

I0(vmr/a) =
∞

∑
p=1

cv
p J0(ζpr/a) (32)

Substituting these Dini series back into (28) and (29) and apply-
ing the orthogonality relations (30) gives the coefficients cu

p, cv
p:

cu,v
p =

2ζ2
p[(um, vm)I1(um, vm)J0(ζp) + ζp I0(um, vm)J1(ζp)]

[(um, vm)2 + ζ2
p][τ2 + ζ2

p]J0(ζp)2

(33)

Using condition (23) we can now express the time dependent
temperature field as:

T(t, r, z) = Text +
∞

∑
m,p=1

[

Amp[e
−αmpt − 1] cos(umz/a)J0(ζpr/a)+

Bmp[e
−βmpt − 1] sin(vmz/a)J0(ζpr/a)

]

= Text +
∞

∑
m,p=1

[

Amcu
p [1 − e−αmpt] cos(umz/a)J0(ζpr/a)+

Bmcv
p[1 − e−βmpt] sin(vmz/a)J0(ζpr/a)

]

(34)

Fig. 3 shows the temperature field evolution of the transient
solution for two points, near the edge and the center of the test
mass. It takes around 105 s (more than 27 hours) for the temper-
ature field to reach steady state.
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Fig. 3. Temperature evolution of two points, r = 0 m, z = 0.07
m (dashed) and r = 0.17 m, z = 0.07 m (solid) for γP = 1 W.
Notice how the point r = 0 m, far from the ring heater, experi-
ences almost no heating until t = 1000 s, whereas the point at
r = 0.17 on the surface region where the ring heater power is
applied begins heating immediately.

3. OPTICAL ABERRATION FROM RING HEATER THER-
MAL LENSING

From the temperature field, we calculate the thermal aberration
experienced by a laser beam propagating through the test mass.
The aberration ψ is the optical path distortion (in meters) of
the wavefront after propagating through the test mass relative
to the wavefront in the case where the test mass has uniform
temperature Text. The dominant effect is the thermal lens, cre-
ated by the temperature dependent index of refraction. Other
effects including thermo-elastic deformation and elastooptic ef-
fect will contribute to the modification of the optical path, but
to a lesser extent: they represent less than 10% of the total aber-
ration for the fused silica [12]. However these are relevant to
the main beam through aberrations induced by reflection of the
test masses and are carefully studied [13, 14]. In this approxi-
mation, the aberration ψ due to a temperature dependent index
of refraction in the test mass dn/dT as a function of the radius
r and time t is given by [4]:

ψ(t, r) =
dn

dT

∫ h/2

−h/2
[T(t, r, z)− Text]dz (35)
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Applying this equation to the analytical ring heater temper-
ature field model (34) gives the analytical model for the aberra-
tion caused by ring heater power absorption, ψmod(t, r):

ψmod(t, r) = 2
dn

dT

∞

∑
m,p=1

Ampcu
p sin(umh/2a)(a/um)[1− e−αt]J0(ζpr/a)

(36)
Fig. 4 shows the aberration as a function of the radial coor-

dinate of the test mass.
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Fig. 4. Thermal lens profile at t = 103 s (solid), t = 104 s
(dashed), and t = 105 s (dotted). Each profile has been set
to zero at r = 0 since only changes in ψ with r contribute to
net aberration in the main beam. Note that the aberration first
grows, especially near the edge of the test mass, and then de-
creases as the test mass approaches steady state due to temper-
ture uniformization over the test mass.

4. HARTMANN WAVEFRONT SENSOR MEASURE-
MENTS

The Thermal Compensation System for Advanced LIGO in-
cludes Hartmann Wavefront Sensors (HWS) at each test mass
[16]. These HWS measure the changes to the wavefront of
an approximately 4 cm radius probe laser beam that double
passes the test mass. The probe beam enters the anti-reflecting
end of the test mass and reflects off of the internal side of the
high-reflective coating, accumulating an aberration by passing
through the bulk of the test mass twice. The probe beam has
similar dimensions to the main cavity laser beam, such that its
aberration is a measure of the aberration experienced by the
main laser in transmission through the test mass. The mea-
sured probe beam wavefront ψmeas(t, x, y) is numerically recon-
structed and then decomposed into a dimensionless polyno-
mial basis in powers of x and y up to n, m = 6, where x and
y are Cartesian coordinates:

ψmeas(t, x, y) ≈
6

∑
n,m=0

cnm(t)x
nym (37)

where the coefficients cnm are now functions of time. [19].
The HWS computer streams relevant combinations of these

coefficients to the LIGO data channels, including the “spheri-
cal" component of the aberration, which is computed from the
coefficients as follows [19]:

S = c20 + c02 −

√

(c20 − c02)2 + c2
11 (38)

S is essentially the quadratic, (S/2)r2, component of the wave-
front; note that if the wavefront is axisymmetric, then the term
under the square root is zero.

To test the analytical ring heater temperature field model we
compare the model’s prediction for how S evolves with time to
the HWS measured values for S. Since the model contains only
axisymmetric terms, S provides the principal component of the
model’s aberration. To compute the model’s prediction for S,
we project the analytical model ψmod(t, r) onto a polynomial ba-
sis in powers of x and y and use (38) to calculate S over the 4 cm
radius section of the test mass that the HWS probe beam senses.

To obtain data from the HWS to test the analytical ring heater
temperature field model we step the electrical power through
the ring heater and capture the transient evolution of S. The
ring heater itself takes 10-15 minutes to heat up and reach
steady state after the electrical power step, meaning that the
power radiated by the ring heater onto the test mass is delayed
relative to the model, in which the power is modeled as a step
function. However, this delay is a small fraction of the duration
of the 24 hour time scale over which we compare the model and
data. We measure a total of eight transients, four from each end
test mass (ETM) at the ends of the X and Y arms of the interfer-
ometer (ETMX, ETMY).

The model and data allow us to estimate γ, the proportion of
ring heater power absorbed in the Advanced LIGO test masses.
Indeed, all parameters of the model are determined except for
γ, which scales the magnitude of the aberration. By fitting
the model to the data, we calculate the fraction of ring heater
power absorbed by the test mass. γ is expressed by Equation
(39) as the ratio of the maximum spherical aberration between
the model and the data for a given ring heater power, taking
into account that the data represents a “double pass" through
the bulk of the test mass, since the HWS probe beam enters the
back of the ETM and reflects off of the internal side of the reflec-
tive coating (Table 2):

γ =
1 W × Peak SHWS

2P × Peak Smod
(39)

where P represents the step in the total power emitted by
the ring heater, Peak Smod = 2.127 × 10−5 m is the analytical
model’s peak evaluated with γP = 1 W, and the factor of 2
corrects for the double pass in the HWS measurements.

An example of γ estimation is presented in Fig. 5: after ad-
justing γ in our model to match the data peak, the model and
data show reasonable agreement for the spherical component of
the aberration. Note that the model’s peak lags the data slightly,
suggesting that the differences between the model and data are
caused by the model slightly underestimating the time constant
for the temperature evolution.

Averaging the γ values from each step in Table 2, we esti-
mate γ for each test mass:

ETMY: γ = 0.76 ± 0.08 (40)

ETMX: γ = 0.74 ± 0.07

Because of the reflective shield surrounding the ring heater
and the efficient infrared power absorption of fused silica, we
expect a high absorption efficiency. The values for γ are reason-
able considering these conditions and further confirm the accu-
racy of the analytical model, since γ was the only undetermined
parameter. This result is sensitive to the power distribution cre-
ated by the ring heater that is not perfectly axis-symmetric as in
our ideal representation. It means that our model slightly over-
estimates the amplitude of S: it might be lowered by the con-
tribution of the ring heater power to some non axis-symmetric
high order modes of aberrations. The linearization central to
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Fig. 5. Comparison of HWS data (solid) and analytical model
spherical aberration component (dashed) after a step in ring
heater power. Model is scaled to match the data peak and γ
is estimated to be about 0.78.

Table 2. Computation of γ. Table shows data from the four tran-
sients from each ETM. The powers steps for ETMX are smaller
because a malfunction in the ETMX ring heater limited the
power we could apply through the ETMX ring heater. For the
model we used the same parameters as given in Table 1, except
that Text = 293.15 K.

ETM Peak SHWS Power step P γ

ETMY 1.70×10−4 m 5.89 W 0.679

ETMY 2.36×10−4 m 6.86 W 0.808

ETMY 2.95×10−4 m 8.87 W 0.781

ETMY 3.15×10−4 m 9.84 W 0.754

ETMX 0.712×10−4 m 2.47 W 0.678

ETMX 0.802×10−4 m 2.47 W 0.763

ETMX 1.17×10−4 m 3.43 W 0.800

ETMX 1.07×10−4 m 3.44 W 0.733

the temperature field model carries through to the aberration
model and the spherical component S, meaning we expect that
S should be proportional to P. Looking at the eight transients,
there appears a close proportionality between the peaks of S
and the power step P applied; the magnitude of the power
steps ranges from 2.47 W to 9.84 W, but the values of γ agree
to within around 10%, consistent with the expected linearity of
the test mass temperature field. Since ETMX and ETMY and
the X and Y ring heaters are identical, they should have similar
absorption parameters.

5. CONCLUSION

We have derived an analytical model for the temperature field
evolution of the test mass due to heating by the ring heater com-
ponent and determined the resulting time dependent aberra-
tion for the general case of a test mass and ring heater. Applying
the model to the particular configuration in Advanced LIGO,
we have found that HWS measurements of the aberration are in
reasonable agreement with the model, and using HWS data we
have calculated an estimate for the absorption efficiency of ring
heater power of 76 ± 8% and 74 ± 7% in the Advanced LIGO Y
and X end test masses respectively. Combining this model with

the model for main laser heating from Hello and Vinet and the
HWS measurements provides an understanding of the thermal
state of the test masses. Incorporating these models and data
into a state estimation filter will allow us to determine the ap-
propriate actuation through the ring heater to best compensate
for the thermal lens caused by heating from the main laser beam
at any time. These results contribute to the effort to achieve
design sensitivity in advanced gravitational-wave detectors by
minimizing aberrations from thermal lensing in the test masses.
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